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Abstract—Syscoin 3.0 introduces a novel implementation of
a decentralized marketplace, an asset infrastructure, masternodes providing bonded validators for a PoW/PoS hybrid consensus model and instant pseudo-interactive zero-confirmation
cryptocurrency transactions with double-spend protection.

1. Introduction
Syscoin 3.0 builds upon Syscoin 2.0[Sid] with additional implementation of an asset infrastructure, a zeroconfirmation double-spend protected instant settlement
scheme, a hardened decentralized marketplace, and masternodes providing bonded validators for a Proof of Work
(PoW) / Proof of Stake (PoS) hybrid consensus model,
leveraging the blockchain’s immutability and audibility.
1.0.1. Z-DAG. Z-DAG (Zero-Confirmation Directed
Acyclic Graph) is an instant settlement protocol functioning
across all Syscoin services. Syscoin services consist of
Alias Identities, Certificates, Escrow, Offers and Assets.
Each service is controlled via an Alias, in which ownership
is proven through a private key that matches each
unique address. Z-DAG organizes transactions based on
dependencies to build the state in a deterministic fashion.
This helps protect against double spends where an Asset is
transferred falsely by creating multiple transactions through
multiple nodes within a short time.
Figure 1 shows the difference between a regular
blockchain and Syscoin’s Z-DAG implementation. Syscoin
now has two consensus layers: In the first layer, a ZDAG graph of transactions are represented in the mempool
without a block, providing settlement in real-time. The secondary layer provides confirmation and conflict resolution
preventing double-spend events through existing Proof of
Work consensus.
Verifying client nodes creates a graph of transactions
by looking at the sender/receiver list of Asset transfers. A
circuit detection algorithm is applied (read below Hawick
cycle detection) and used to remove cycles from within the
graph to create a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). Once the
DAG is created it is topologically sorted with an Asset
transfer consensus code being processed in sequence, to
form a deterministic state among the entire network in
consensus.

Figure 1: Current Blockchain design vs Z-DAG
Z-DAG can be applied to state changes (similar to
UTXO updates to Bitcoin). If any discrepancy occurs, Proofof-Work (PoW) will override and replay the correct order
of events according to the miner; this is ensured by saving
the previous state on every block and rolling back to the
previous state prior to every block.
A User Interface layer will notify the user of conflicts
in real-time, making the transaction occur between 3-5
seconds (statistically the amount of time needed to ensure
that network takes to notice that 2 double spend transactions
are conflicting with each other). This is possible through
Syscoin’s Masternode layer. Every Masternode is connected
to 25 or more peers providing high-throughput relay across
the network, averaging one or more network hops to transmit
from the sender to the receiver nodes.
The partition tolerance of the protocol is the PoW block
timing which is set to 60 seconds on Syscoin 3. Every block,
a new DAG is constructed from the transactions within that
block. Unlike other implementations that have no PoW to
fall back on, there is no case where the DAG tends toward an

